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Next  meeting  is on Saturday  January 13th from 0830.The second Saturday meeting for 

the month will be on January 20th from 0830. 

 President’s Report 

This has been a busy time again and so this is a highly edited 
fabrication by the editor 

Christmas Party

Once again we had a well attended 
and pleasant luncheon on December 10th.

Saturday Workshops 

While the workshop days do not start until 0900, someone, whoever is designated 
to open up, should try and be there at about 0830.

This Saturday January 13th

The club has brought parts for a Zyliss bench vise after it was donated by one of 
our members. This meeting Craig will demonstrate many of the vise's unique and 
useful functions after viewing the introduction video. We will then have a chance to 
use the vise in making various projects which include making a ramp for the front 
entrance to improve access for both our machines and wheelchair visitors. 

Saturday January 20th

Today we will prepare for the Australia Day stall by making trivets and other 
projects as needed.

Club Challenge 
The Club Challenge once more displayed the talents of our members to be able to 
create something worthwhile from "a sows ear"(plank of pine). The winner was our 
illustrious President Daniel with a tri table with a glass top.  Other entries included a 
heavily Japanned cross box, a scroll-saw made set of animal puzzles, a twist table 
and a toy trolley with building blocks. Well done by all participants!
Australia Day

URGENT 
We need

1. more volunteers for this activity
2. a gazebo to add to our current one
3. another folding tressle table

Daniel Clift

    President

While every care is taken to ensure accuracy, the editor and publisher will not accept responsibility for any

inaccuracies in articles or information contained in Fine Cut    Phil Knight Editor
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Club Challenge Entries 2017



 What's been  going's on?? 
 
Hazelbrook Family Association Day

October 7th, Gloria Park
Present: D. Cox, R.Barrett, I.Griffiths, P.Tonks and P.Knight

 This was a first event for both us and the organisers. We setup on a lovely day and had a continual 
stream of all sorts of interested folk. To involve them we had setup pocket hole joinery jigs using the Kreg pocket hole 
jigs/ plug cutter and a simple activity of using a Japanese saw to cross cut a small piece of scrap timber. The saw 
seemed to be a real success with at once stage having a queue of small fry ready to cut their bit of timber. 

Unfortunately, at the latter part of the day I chose a rather hard piece of timber for the lucky participants with 
them sighing heavily when they had finally finished. They showed persistence and were well pleased with their cut. 
As a result of this intense toil, it was decided that we should make a number of bench hooks at the next Saturday 
workshop for use in the clubhouse and for these demonstrations with the public.

Doug, and the Phil's, had good chats with a number of people who had a range of woodworking skills. It 
seems that like the Bunnings BBQ we needed to have a rubber stamp with the words ‘CARBATEC’ on it so we didn’t 
have to keep writing it on the back of our flyers when people ask.,“where can we but these tools?”

We had a number of the usual high quality projects, that members such as Phil T, Ian, Daniel and Doug had 
made for sale and show with the usual sales continuing. Lunch was the option of, wait for it, “a sausage sandwich" 
which consisted on a single (yes one) slice of bread and a sausage. As per usual, I lost most of my single sausage on 
to the ground as I tried to eat it without making a mess!
Overall, another very good day for the club mixing it with the local Blue Mountains crowd. However, we still need 
more club volunteers to help share the day.

Hazelbrook Association 

Hazelbrook Family Fun day on October 7th was another excellent PR event for the club. We had pocket hole jig 
drilling and using a plug maker for the pocket holes afterwards as some of our activities. One of the best and most 
attended activities was using a bench hook and a Japanese saw to simply cut off small bits of timber. Many of the 
younger generation attempted and persisted despite Phil K having chosen particularly thick and hard timber. After 
discovering the error of our ways, Ray quickly prepared a few samples of narrow, soft pine for the next group. We 
had many enquiries and chats with people with all sorts of interests in woodworking and other things.(Photos next 
issue).

Bunnings BBQ 

The Bunnings BBQ held on October 28th appears to be a success, with only 2 sausages left over, and that was an 
oversight, ‘cause we did not see them at the back of the BBQ, burnt to a crisp!  Our illustrious treasurer Ian says the 
profit from this little effort is $1598.00, a nice tidy sum for us to acquire more essentials for us to use in our work. 

Christmas Party
The Annual Christmas Party will be held at the Guide Hall on SUNDAY December 10th with a 12.00 for 12.30 start. 
(Hope I got the time right!). All members and partners are invited to attend.
Jan Barrett has again, very kindly offered to coordinate the sweets menu, this is so we don’t have any double ups. 
Please let Jan know what you can bring along to the Party.
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Mid Mountains Festival

November 18th, Mid Mountains Neighbourhood Centre, Lawson
Present: D. Cox, I.Griffiths, D.Clift and P.Knight
 
Our return to this venue was true to form from last year with the steady rain punctuated by 
gusts of strong wind lowering the temperature just a bit more. This was for a more middle 
stream crowd compared to our last visit: the “Ageing with Altitude” expo.

Our location was directly outside the entrance to a book sale room so obviously we had 
a steady stream of clientele past our table on their way in and out. Being limited to only two 
tables any thought of practical activities were abandoned given the fringe effect of the rain onto 
our tables with our merchandise on them. 

Again, we had good chats with many folk in between huddling under the verandah from 
the rain. The Tooth Fairy was somehow able to still give out toothbrushes without freezing (see 
background in one of the pictures). Once more a few referrals to “CARBATEC” from a few 
interested ones with many different tales of their experiences with wood, building and other 
things.

Lunch was up a notch on our October experience at Hazelbrook despite the rain and I 
did not drop my lunch this time (still a sausage sandwich though). The highlight for Danielle, 
the organiser, was buying one of Phil T’s magic high quality jewellery boxes. She had 
organised the Hazelbrook Family Association Day last month and had ordered the box from 
Phil then. She was ecstatic when she picked it up later in the day.  

We packed up around 3pm as the crowd had dissipated by then and of course, THEN 
the heavens decided to open up very heavily. Travelling a short distance down the mountains 
had a clearing effect and it appeared that it was only really raining in Lawson for the day.

I will finish with same message from our Hazelbrook outing in October:
“Overall, another very good day for the club mixing it with the local Blue Mountains crowd. 
However, we still need more club volunteers to help share the day".
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